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Highlights
• All the major components of the biomass participated in the metal ions removal.

• Adsorption of the metal ions resulted in surface folding.

• Pseudo-second-order model best explain the kinetic of the adsorption processes.

• Adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions occurred at specific homogeneous sites.

• The metal removal processes were physical in nature.

Abstract
Sugarcane leaves biomass (SCL) has been utilized for the removal of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions from polluted

water. Qualitative analysis was performed by Fourier Transformed Infra-Red spectroscopy, Raman

spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectroscopy and X-ray

diffractometry. Adsorption of the metal-ions was carried out by contacting 50 mL of known concentration

of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ with known amount of SCL at 27 ºC, and under varied experimental conditions such

as pH, ionic strength, solid-to-liquid ratio, contact time and initial metal ions concentration in batch
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adsorption experiment. The kinetics, isothermal, as well as the nature of the adsorption were predicted by

models such as pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second order, Elovich, Weber-Morris, Freundlich, Langmuir,

Temkin and Dubinin-Raduschevich. The thermodynamics of the processes was also predicted.

Characterization analyses portrayed the surface of SCL as being porous, oval in shape and composed of

hydroxyl and carbonyl groups as the main binding sites. Raman analysis revealed the interaction of the

metal ions with the lignin, cellulose as well as hemicellulose components of the adsorbent. Adsorption of

Ni2+ and Co2+ ions was favored by increasing pH, while that of Cr3+ ions was mostly favored at pH 4. Metal

uptake increased with increasing contact time and concentration up to equilibrium stage. The sorption

processes followed the pseudo-second-order kinetics and was monolayer in nature with qmax of 51.3, 62.5,

and 66.7 mg/g for the uptake of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions, respectively. The models predicted physisorption

as the main process involved. Thermodynamic study showed that the processes were feasible and

spontaneous, endothermic, and occurred with increase in randomness at the adsorbate-adsorbent interface,

demonstrating a good metal uptake nature of the adsorbent.

Graphical abstract
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1 Introduction
Environmental pollution, especially that of water bodies, has become a major threat to human existence in

life. Unfortunately, it has been on the increase due to rapid population growth and advancement in science

and technology [1] without proper measures being put in place to check excesses, particularly in developing

countries. Most of the effluents from the industries contain toxic compounds that are non-biodegradable

[2]. Heavy metals such as mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), nickel (Ni), zinc (Zn), chromium (Cr)

and cobalt (Co) are released from metal processing industries, while various dyes are discharged from

textile and dye industries [2,3]. Other compounds entering the water bodies, either from industries or other

human practices, include agro-chemical residues and pharmaceutical drugs [4]. Many of these contaminants

are very toxic at elevated concentrations and injurious to the ecosystem [5]. Most diseases such as various

forms of cancer, renal failure or disorder, dermatitis, and respiratory hypersensitivity have been traced to

ingestion of heavy metals and other toxic substances from water [6]. Due to their non-biodegradable nature,

ingestion of this toxins by aquatic organisms results in bioaccumulation in the food chain, resulting in

chronic illnesses and even death of aquatic organisms and humans [7].

Water is indispensable! Due to its great importance, water issue has constituted a great global

challenge and it has attracted the attentions of numerous environmental experts and activists. Various

regional blocs and countries have also constituted their regulatory bodies to preserve lives by regulating or

preventing the abuse of the environment through misuse or mistreatment of water bodies. A surge in water

pollution has been noticed among the underdeveloped and developing countries since the 1990s. This is

expected to worsen in years to come, posing a great health risk to humans and threat to the environment

[1]. Since the demand for clean water is on the increase, water remediation then becomes imperative.

Attempts have been and are still being made to combat the menace of water pollution. Methods

employed in removing toxic substances or compounds from wastewater so far include chemical

precipitation, chemical oxidation, ion exchange, coagulation and flocculation, electrochemical

precipitation, membrane separation, aerobic and anaerobic degradation [8-10] and adsorption [11]. Though

effective in some ways, many of these techniques have their own draw backs such as excessive use of

chemicals, generation of secondary pollutants in form of sludge which are difficult to dispose. Most of the

methods are capital intensive, making large scale water purification challenging, especially in

underdeveloped and low-income countries [12]. Adsorption, on the other hand, appears very promising due

to the advantages it has over other techniques. Water remediation by adsorption process is affordable and

yet effective. Other superior advantages of this method include simplicity of design and operation,

minimization of biological sludge, reusability of adsorbent, adsorbate recovery and availability of raw

materials [3,13]. The method is based on mass transfer of contaminants from the bulk liquid phase to the
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surface of an adsorbent which serves as solid phase. Over time, it has positioned itself as efficient alternative

method for wastewater treatment [1].

Due to their carcinogenic and mutagenic effects, removal of heavy metals from wastewaters have

attracted the attention of researchers in the field of adsorption, and the search for effective adsorbents has

become a major point of attraction. Efficiencies of g-C3N4, a graphitic-like carbon nitride and g-C3N4-based

materials, on the removal of toxic heavy metals in aqueous medium have been reported. These materials

bind to pollutants by forming strong surface complexes [14,15]. Moreover, due to abundance of functional

groups, variable porous structures and chemical stability, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been

utilized in the removal of radionuclides [16].

Based on natural material, several adsorbents of biological and agricultural origins have been

investigated for their metal removal abilities and a number of them have shown promising prospects. Sari

and Tuzen have reported the use of Amanita rubescens biomass in the removal of Pb(II) and Cd(II) from

aqueous medium [17], while Oninla et al., have reported the removal of Cd2+, Pb2+, Ni2+ and Cr3+ by biomass

of oil palm calyxes [7]. Other adsorbents whose metal removal abilities have been reported include castor

seed hull [18], rice straw [19], sugar beet pulp [20] and Undaria pinnatifida [21]. The list keeps growing,

with efforts being made at modifying the adsorbents for better performance.

The main aim of this study was to investigate the adsorptive efficiencies of SCL (a biomass

prepared from sugarcane leaves) in the sequestration of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions from aqueous medium.

Earlier report had shown the effectiveness of the adsorbent in the removal of Cd2+, Pb2+ and Zn2+ ions [22].

Several bio-adsorbents exhibit broad range metal binding while some show specific affinity for certain

metals [23]. Most industrial wastewaters are composed of a mixture of different cations and pollutants.

Understanding the performance of the adsorbent on the removal of a broad range heavy metal pollutants

and their removal mechanism will give an insight into the possible efficiency of the biomass on a large-

scale industrial application. Sugarcanes are cultivated in large scale in some tropical and subtropical

countries, Nigeria being one of the countries whose climate support the growth of the plant. Economically,

the point of attraction is the succulent part of the stem from which sugarcane juice is extracted, while other

parts constitute agricultural wastes. Although animals often feed on the leaves, larger portions of the leaves

are left as waste, especially in large-scale sugarcane plantations. Utilizing the agro-waste as adsorbent,

therefore, will serve as an alternative use and a means of converting waste to wealth.

In this report, different physicochemical characterization technique such as Fourier Transform

Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR), Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) coupled with

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDAX), and X-ray diffractometry (XRD) were utilized in understanding

the qualities of the SCL. The impact of different parameters such as solution pH, ionic strength, time,

adsorbent dose and concentration were evaluated, and various optimal conditions established in
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understanding the efficacy of the adsorbent. Moreover, attempt was made in gaining insight into the nature

and mechanism of the meta ion removal process by investigating the thermodynamics of the process as well

as fitting the adsorption data into various kinetic and isothermal models.

2 Material and methods
2.1 Preparation and characterization of sugarcane leaf-biomass

The sugarcane leaf-biomass (SCL) was prepared as earlier described [22]. Briefly, sugarcane leaves were

sourced from a sugarcane plantation located at Mamu village in Ijebu-Igbo, Ogun State, Nigeria. The agro-

waste was surface rinsed with tap and deionized water to remove any adhering impurities. The washed

leaves were air-dried for 14 days and then dried at 70oC for 5 h, followed by grinding and sieving to  450

m particle sizes. The sieved portion, subsequently called SCL, was oven dried to constant weight at 50  oC,

and then kept in an air-tight plastic container for later use. Qualitative analysis of the adsorbent (raw

(unloaded) and metal loaded samples), were performed by Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy

(FTIR), Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDAX), and X-ray diffractometry (XRD).

2.2 Preparation of adsorbate solution

The adsorbates used in this study were nickel(II), chromium(III) and cobalt(II) ions, prepared from their

metal salts – NiSO4.6H2O, Cr(NO3)3.9H2O and CoSO4.7H2O which were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

To prepare metal ion solutions, accurately weighed amount of the respective metal salts were dissolved in

deionized water in a 1 L standard volumetric flask and then made up to the mark. Appropriate working

solutions were prepared from the stock solutions by serial dilution. To further confirm the concentration

prepared, the metal solutions were standardized using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (Buck-

Scientific 210 VGP) with deuterium background correlator.

2.3 Adsorbate removal process

The process of removal of the adsorbates (metal ions) from solutions containing them was carried out by

batch adsorption study. Parameters whose effects on the removal process were studied include pH, ionic

strength, contact time, solid-to-liquid ratio (dose dependent) and initial metal-ion concentration. The

isothermal behaviour, kinetics and thermodynamics of the removal process were also investigated. Figure

1 shows a scheme summarizing the major steps involved in this research. All studies were undertaken in,

at least, duplicate. The chosen adsorbent mass for this study (excluding dose dependent study) was 50 mg.

With the exception of the effect of initial metal-ion solution, 50 mg SCL was contacted with 100 mg/L

metal-ion (Ni2+, Cr3+, Co2+ ions) solution in corked 250 mL Erlenmeyer flasks and allowed to equilibrate
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for 2 h (excluding effect of contact time) at 200 rpm in a thermostatic water bath with shaker (Haake Wia

model, Germany). The studies (excluding thermodynamic study) were allowed to proceed at room

temperature, which was at around 27°C. The pH dependent study was performed from pH 2 to 7. Solution

pH was adjusted by dropwise addition of either HNO3 or NaOH. Effect of ionic strength was performed at

the optimum pH for individual metal ion with NaCl as background electrolyte. NaCl concentration was

varied from 0.001 to 0.1 M. Time dependent study was performed by varying the agitation time from 0 –

360 min; dose dependent study was performed by varying adsorbent mass from 30 – 100 mg; initial metal-

ion concentration was varied from 10 – 200 mg/L; while thermodynamic study was performed at

temperature range of 20 – 45 ºC. Samples were withdrawn from the shaker and filtered using Whatman’s

#42 filter papers. Analysis of the filtrates for residual metal ions was performed using atomic absorption

spectrophotometer. Metal-ion uptake and percentage metal-ion uptake by SCL were subsequently

determined according to equation 1 and 2.

% adsorbed = ( )  × 100  ...……...………………………………………………………….………1

q = ( ) ………………………………………………………………………………...…………….2

Fig. 1 Highlight of the major steps in the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ by SCL
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Where Co and Ce stand for initial and equilibrium adsorbate concentration in mg/L, m (g) stands

for SCL mass, and V (L) stands for solution volume.

In order to determine the kinetics of the process and the best isotherms that describe the

experimental data, models such as Lagergren pseudo-first order [24], pseudo-second order [25], Elovich

[26], Weber-Morris Intraparticle Diffusion [27]), Langmuir [28], Freundlich [29], Temkin [30] and Dubinin-

Radushkevich were applied to the experimental data. The linear equation for the above listed kinetics and

equilibrium models are represented by equations 3 to 10.

Lagergren Pseudo-first order: ln (q q ) =  ln q k t    ..…….…………………..……...………….3

Pseudo second order: =    ……………..……..…………………………..…..………… … 4

Elovich: q = ln[ ] + lnt  ……………………….……………………………………….…..……….5

Weber–Morris: q =  k t½ + C   ………………………….…………..…………………..….………..…6

Langmuir:  = +        ……………………………………….……………………………… 7

Freundlich: ln q = ln k + ln C   ……………………………………. ……………….. ……..… .. …. 8

Temkin: q  = Bln   + Bln C  ……………………………………………………………...……….….. 9

Dubinin-Radushkevich: ln q  = ln q   ………………………………………………………….10

Where:  = 1 +  (J/mol), which denotes Polanyi potential; qe and  Ce are as earlier

defined; qt (mg/g) denotes adsorbate uptake at time t; k1 (min-1), k2 (g/mg min) and k (mg/g min½) denote

the rate constants for the pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order and intra-particle diffusion models,

respectively; C denotes intercept; qmax (mg/g), KL (L/mg), Kf (mg/g) and n denote maximum adsorption

capacity, Langmuir constant, Freundlich constant and intensity constant, respectively; R (8.314 J/mol K)

denotes gas constant; while T (K) and (mol2/kJ2) denote temperature and D–R constant, respectively; B =

RT/b represents Temkin constant; AT (L/g) is Temkin adsorption potential;  is the initial rate of adsorption

(mg/g.min), and  represents desorption constant in Elovich. Required parameters (from the models

applied) were obtained from the slopes and intercepts of the linear plots of the integral equations of the

models. These parameters were interpreted to determine the models that suitably described the adsorption

process.
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3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Qualitative analysis of the biomass

3.1.1 FT-IR and Raman analyses of SCL

The functional groups active at the surface of an adsorbent play a pivotal role in adsorbate removal. To

determine the active functional groups at the SCL's surface, FTIR analysis of the unloaded and metal-ion

loaded samples were performed by FTIR - spectrum version 2, (PerkinElmer), at the scanning frequencies

of 400 – 4000 cm-1. As shown in Figure 2a,  the spectrum of the unloaded sample revealed a number of

absorption peaks, prominent among which are those of the O–H/N–H stretching vibration at 3333 cm-1 [12],

symmetric and asymmetric C–H stretch at 2918 and 2850 cm-1), ester C=O group and aromatic C=O stretch

at 1733 and 1635 cm-1, lignin C-O linkage at 1507 cm-1 [22], C–O–C vibration in cellulose and

hemicellulose at 1158 cm-1, and C–O bending at 1035 cm-1 [31]. The spectra obtained after adsorption of

Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions suggest strong interactions of the metal ions with the hydroxyl and carboxyl

functional groups on the surface of SCL. This is indicated by the significant shift in the –OH and C=O

bands after metal uptake as shown in Table 1. Alterations in absorption peaks were also observed in the

bands ascribed to C-O of lignin linkage, C–O bending as well as C–H deformation in cellulose and

hemicellulose, suggesting the contribution of lignin, cellulose, as well as hemicellulose parts of the

adsorbent in the adsorption process.

Fig. 2 FTIR and Raman spectra of unloaded and metal-loaded SCL
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Table 1 FTIR and Raman bands observed in SCL and their assignment. (Band intensities – vs: very
strong, s: strong, m: medium, w: weak, sh: shoulder)

The Raman spectra of the SCL samples were obtained by the use of a WITec Confocal Raman

Microscope (WITec alpha 300 R, Germany), Laser wavelength 532 nm, laser power 4 mW and spectral

acquisition time 120-s was used in order to identify the lignocellulose characteristic Raman peaks, as well

as characterize the surface interaction between Ni2+, Cr3+ and  Co2+ ions and SCL. Raman spectroscopy

methods are employed in the determination of the structural characteristics and the spread of chemical

components in lignocellulosic materials [31]. Both electrically symmetrical and non-symmetrical bonds are

completely revealed by these methods. The major components of plant biomass are the polysaccharides

(mainly cellulose and hemicellulose) and lignin. These components exhibit characteristic Raman peaks.

FTIR RAMAN

Assignment Peak Position (cm-1) Assignment Peak Position (cm-1)

RAW Ni2+ Cr3+ Co2+ RAW Ni2+ Cr3+ Co2+

O-H/N-H str 3333 3325 3335 3335 Ring conjugated C=C
str. of lignin [32,34]

1629m 1633vs 1633s 1633vs

C-H, sym 2918 2917 2917 2915 Ring conjugated C=C
str. of lignin

1605m 1605vs 1605s 1605vs

C-H, asym 2850 2849 2849 - Aryl ring sym. Str. in
lignin [32,35]

    -     - 1597sh     -

Ester C=O grp 1733 1727 1727 1737 OCH3 deformation; CH3

bend + ring str. of lignin
[32,34]

1429m 1434w 1431w 1433m

Aromatic str
C=O

1635 1603 1632 1635 HCC, HCO, and HOC
bending in cellulose and
hemicellulose [35]

1389m 1389w 1389w 1389m

lignin, C–O
linkage

1507 1513 1513 1505 1323w 1333w - 1327m

C–H
deformation in
cellulose and
hemicellulose

1373 1369 1367 1373 Aryl-O of aryl-OH and
Aryl-OCH3; C=O group
of guaiacyl [32]

1224m 1222w 1224w 1218m

1269 1239 1234 1237 COC sym. Str. in
cellulose/hemicellulose
[35]

1121m 1124w 1124w 1124m

C–O–C
vibration in
cellulose and
hemicellulose

1158  1159 1159 1156 COC asym. Str. in
cellulose/hemicellulose
[35]

1039m 1040w     - 1040m

C-O bending 1035 1032 1032 1033
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Although hemicellulose displays similar Raman band as cellulose, its bands are usually shifted towards

lower frequencies [32].  Lignin is often identified with its characteristic Raman band around 1600 cm-1,

assigned to aryl ring symmetric stretching vibration; while cellulose and hemicellulose bands overlap in the

regions 800–1500 cm-1 as well as region 2800–3000 cm-1 [33]. Figure 2b reveals the Raman spectra of

unloaded and metal-ions loaded SCL, while the assignment of the bands are presented in Table 1. As shown

in the table, a number of bands were observed in the spectra of unloaded SCL. These include two moderate

absorption peaks at 1605 and 1625 cm-1, characteristic of ring conjugated C=C stretching vibration of lignin

[34]. These particular peaks became very strong and prominent after the uptake of Ni2+, Cr3+ and especially

Co2+, indicating that the lignin part of the lignocellulosic adsorbent play a vital role in the adsorption

process. Change in intensities and/or peaks were also observed in other absorption bands, including those

at the region of cellulose/hemicellulose overlap, suggesting the participation of all the major component of

the biomass material in the uptake of the three metal ions.

3.1.2 SEM, EDAX and XRD analyses of SCL

Analysis surface morphology and elemental determination of SCL was carried out using Scanning Electron

Microscope (JEOL JSM-6390 LV Model, Japan), coupled with Energy Dispersive Spectroscope. Figure 3a

shows that the surface of the unloaded SCL was oval and irregularly shaped, revealing dispersed pores [19],

which could possibly make the biomass a potential removal of toxic substances from polluted water [7].

The micrographs of metal-loaded SCL are shown in Figs 3(b-d). Although the oval shaped particles could

still be noticed after the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions, nonetheless, the adsorption of the metal ions

resulted in surface folding, indicating marked changes in the surface morphology of the adsorbent after

metal loading.

Figure 4a shows the EDAX spectra of raw SCL [22]. Two dominant elements present in SCL, as

revealed by EDAX, are carbon and oxygen, which constituted over 97% of the entire elemental

composition. Nickel, chromium, and cobalt were not detected in the raw sample. However, after adsorption,

about 3.52%, 4.56% and 6.57% nickel, chromium and cobalt were respectively detected in the sample

loaded with the corresponding metal, thus confirming the interaction of SCL with the metal ions. The

crystallinity of SCL was determined by X-ray diffractometry (XRD), using a Bruker BV 2D Phaser

Benchtop X-ray diffraction (XRD) instrument with reflection geometry at 2  values (10–90°) with a 5.240

s requisition time per step, operating with a Cu K 1 radiation source (  = 0.15406 nm) at 50 kV and 30 mA.

The XRD diffractograms of SCL (unloaded and metal-ion loaded) are depicted in Figure 4b. The XRD

pattern of raw sample reveals one intense and prominent peak at around 2 theta 23° and other secondary

peaks at around 2 theta 17°, 30° and 41°. The prominent and intense peak at around 2 theta 23° is

characteristic of highly ordered crystalline cellulose [22]. Other non-prominent peaks indicate the presence
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of a substantial amount of less ordered amorphous moieties such as lignin and polysaccharides in SCL [36].

After the uptake of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions, the intensity of the prominent peak at around 2 theta 23° was

observed to have decreased, while all other three secondary peaks appeared more pronounced, signifying

the effects of metal ions uptake.

Fig. 3 SEM micrograms for adsorption of (a) unloaded (b) Ni-loaded (c) Cr-loaded and (d) Co-loaded SCL
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Fig. 4 EDAX [22] and XRD diffractograms of unloaded, Ni-loaded, Cr-loaded, and Co-loaded SCL

3.2 Metal-ions removal process

3.2.1 Effect of solution pH

Solution pH plays crucial role in the interaction of the adsorbates at the adsorbent surface [37]. Solution pH

regulates adsorbate speciation, complexation, hydrolysis, solubility, precipitation, as well as density of

charged species on the surface of an adsorbent during sorbate – sorbent interaction [38,39]. As shown in

Figure 5a, solution pH greatly influenced the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and  Co2+ onto  SCL.  At  27  °C,

optimum removal occurred at pH 4 for Cr3+ ions, and 5 for Ni2+ ions. Sorption increased with pH rise from

2 – 7 in the case of Co2+ ions. One possible explanation for these observations is the presence of high degree

of protons at low pH. When an adsorptive solution is at very low pH, the binding sites on the adsorbent

surface become protonated, thus rendering them unavailable for the cationic metal binding. With rise in

pH, gradual deprotonation occurs at the surface, hence, more negatively charged ligands become available

at the surface. The presence of negative charge density at the surface then promote electrostatic attraction

between the cationic metal ion and the negatively charged species, leading to increasing cationic metal

binding [40]. This is possibly responsible for the gradual ris e in % metal uptake observed as pH was

increased from 2 – 4 for the sorption of Cr3+ ions, and 2 – 7 in the case of the removal of Ni2+ and Co2+ ions.

The present investigation was limited to pH  7 because of the difficulties in distinguishing real adsorption

from precipitation of metal ions from solution at higher pH. For example, at pH  8, Co(II) has been reported

(a)
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to precipitate as Co(OH)2 [41,42]. Therefore, in order to eliminate any possible interference as a result of

precipitation, Ni2+ and Co2+ ions solutions were maintained at pH 6 for all subsequent studies. After the

attainment of optimum, uptake of Cr3+ ions decreased. This, however, can be explained in terms of metal

speciation. Cr(III), for example, appears as different species in aqueous solution – as hexa-aquachromium

(Cr(H O) ) and its hydrolysis products [43], depending on the solution pH. It predominantly takes the

form of Cr3+ at  pH < 3; Cr3+ and Cr(OH)2+ forms at around pH 4; Cr(OH)2+ form at 4  pH  6, while

Cr(OH)  results at pH  6, together with precipitation as Cr(OH)3 [43]. Hence, the highest % Cr3+ uptake

at pH 4 probably indicates that Cr(III) was preferentially adsorbed on SCL as Cr(H O)  and Cr(OH)2+

species.

Fig. 5 Plots of effects of (a) pH (b) ionic strength (c) dose and (d) initial concentration on the adsorption of

Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions onto SCL
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3.2.2 Effect of ionic strength

The interactions between adsorbates and adsorbents at the surface of adsorbents are, in effect, partly

regulated by the ionic strength of the solution. These interactions can be electrostatic and/or non-

electrostatic in nature [44]. The effect of ionic strength on the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions onto

SCL was investigated in the presence of NaCl as background electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 5b, metal ions

removal decreased with increase in ionic strength of the solution. The effect was most pronounced on Co2+

adsorption: when the ionic strength was varied from 0.005 to 0.1 mol/L, percentage removal of Co2+

decreased by about 39%. Within the same concentration range, Ni2+ and Cr3+ removal dropped by 24% and

18%, respectively. Reports of many other investigations also showed decreasing metal ions uptake with

improved ionic strength. For example, Cr adsorption was observed to decrease with increase in NaCl

concentration, from 0 to 0.3 mol/L [45], while decrease in Ni(II) uptake was reported with enhancement of

NaCl concentration from 0.0001 to 0.1 mol/L [46]. The reduction in metal ions uptake observed with

increasing ionic strength could be attributed to possible growing competition between the metal ions and

Na+ cations for the binding sites at the adsorbent surface [45-47]. Furthermore, the influence of electrostatic

attraction might have also played a significant role: the enhancement of the concentration of NaCl in the

solution possibly limited the accessibility of the metal ions to the adsorptive site at the SCL surface [47],

consequently resulting in decreasing adherence of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions to the adsorption sites on SCL

surface.

3.2.3 Effect of solid to liquid ratio

A wise choice of solid (adsorbent) to liquid (adsorbate) ratio in any batch adsorption process goes a long

way in determining the efficiency of the pollutant removal process. Hence the need to investigate the

quantity of SCL needed to effectively remove Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions from aqueous medium at a fixed

adsorbate (metal ions) concentration of 50 mg/L. Figure 5c illustrates the observed effects. SCL quantity

in contact with 50 mL solution was varied from 30 – 100 mg. Under the chosen experimental condition,

increase in metal ions uptake was observed with increase in adsorbent mass. For example, with 30 mg SCL

in contact with the metal ions solution, around 41, 47 and 60 % Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions were respectively

removed. The percent removal was, however, increases to around 88, 87 and 92% Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions,

respectively with SCL mass of 100 mg. A similar observation was reported by Iqbala et al., in their report

on the removal of Cd2+ and Pb2+ by mango peel waste [12]. The phenomenon is understandable in the sense

that, at low adsorbent mass, fewer active sites were available for the binding of the metal ions. As the SCL

mass increased, more active sites became exposed to the adsorbate [48], hence the steady increase in the

percent metal removal observed.
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3.2.4 Adsorption equilibrium process

Information about the isothermal behaviours of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions adsorptions were obtained from the

data generated from the study on the effect of initial concentrations of metal ions on the metal removal

process. The experiment was performed at the concentrations of metal ions varying from 10 – 200 mg/L.

As depicted in Figure 5d, increasing the initial concentrations of the metal ions exerted significant influence

on the quantity of metal removed under the chosen experimental condition. General increase in metal uptake

was observed with increasing the initial concentration of the respective metal ions from 10 – 100 mg/L.

Adsorption–desorption equilibrium, however, appeared to have been attained at 100 mg/L initial

concentration, after which further increase in concentration bore no significant influence on the metal

removal by the chosen amount of SCL in the medium. Thus, the effect of varying the initial concentration

on the metal removal process can be categorised into two stages – the pre-saturation and the saturation

stages.  The pre-saturation stage is the phenomenon observed by changing the initial metal ions

concentration from 10 – 100 mg/L, while the observation between the initial concentration of 100 – 200

mg/L represents the saturation stage.

During the pre-saturation stage, there is the possibility of increase in collision rate between the

metal ions and SCL due to increasing metal ion population in the bulk liquid phase. At low concentration,

binding sites/metal ions ratio is large, leaving a few sites unoccupied. With increasing metal ions

population, the gap narrowed, collision rate increased [49] and more active site became filled until none

remained available for binding without changing the experimental condition. Moreover, there is the

possibility of the removal of the restriction in the movement of the metal ions from the aqueous phase to

the solid surface, which appeared to have occurred at low adsorbate concentration. The establishment of a

high driving forces due to increasing metal ions population in the bulk solution phase must have allowed

the removal of such initial barrier [50].

The saturation stage represents the point at which adsorption–desorption equilibrium became

established. The near plateau observed at this stage signifies the negligible effect of further rise in the

concentration of metal ions beyond 100 mg/L. At the beginning of the steady state, the amount of Ni2+, Cr3+

and Co2+ ions removed were 48.8, 58.7 and 64.2 mg/g respectively, showing the order of removal efficiency

of the three metal as Co2+  Cr3+  Ni2+ ions. This corroborates the result of EDAX analysis which indicated

that the adsorbent loaded with Co2+ had the highest metal composition, followed by that loaded with

chromium and then nickel.

To determine the isotherm that best describes the adsorption of the three metals, data were fitted to

the Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin and Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) equilibrium models. Parameters were

acquired from the linear plot of the respective models. Equations for the models have been stated in

Equation 7 – 10. The suitability of a particular model was determined by the coefficient of determination,
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R2. Usually, R2 measures the conformation of the regression line to the experimental data, and its values

ranges from zero to one.  A perfect fit is indicated by unity, although a value close to unity can be an

indication of good fit. Values  0.8 expresses the inadequacy of such a model in explaining the experimental

data [45]. Table 2 lists the various parameters obtained from the models. The D-R model is considered

inappropriate in explaining the isothermal behaviour, especially those of Ni2+ and Cr3+ (R2 < 8). All the

three other models showed good fits. Nevertheless, the Langmuir isotherm exhibited the best fit of all (R2

of near unity), thus suggesting more of monolayer adsorption. This implied that the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+

and Co2+ ions occurred at specific homogeneous sites and that the surface of SCL contained finite number

of identical active sites [28,48]. The maximum monolayer adsorption, qmax, was determined to be 51.3, 62.5

and 66.7 mg/g for Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions respectively. This favourably compares with the performance of

other adsorbents reported in the literatures for the removal of the three metal ions, Table 3.

The Freundlich model describes heterogeneous nature of a particular surface during adsorption

process. The Freundlich constant n signifies the affinity of an adsorbate for an adsorbent. Its values were

found around 3.0 for the adsorption of the three metal ions. The n values, being  1, signify the favourability

[51] and physical nature of the adsorption processes. The Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm is often

employed in distinguishing the nature of the process – whether physical or chemical [30]. In the present

study, the values of the mean energy, E, expressed as E = 1/ , were found to be 5.00, 3.54 and 3.16 kJ/

mol for the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions, respectively. These values, being < 8, indicate that the

metal removal processes were physical in nature [52].

Table 2 Comparison of the adsorption capacity of SCL with other previously used adsorbents

Adsorbent Temp./K qmax (mg/g) Reference

Ni2+ Cr3+ Co2+

Asplenium nidus L. 300 9.2 - - [53]

Oil palm calyxes 301 277.8 270.3 - [7]

Activated Carbon

from Hazelnut Shells

303 - - 13.9 [42]

Moringa pods 293 5.5 3.2 - [54]

Sargassum glaucescens

nanoparticles

308 28.7 - 10.1 [55]

Xanthoceras Sorbifolia

Bunge hull

N.S 187.96 - 126.1 [33]

Sugarcane leaf (SCL) 300 51.3 62.5 66.7 Current report
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Table 3 Kinetic and equilibrium parameters for the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ onto SCL

3.2.4 Kinetics of the metal removal process

The optimum contact time for adsorption is an important parameter to be determined in the study of any

adsorption process. A fast adsorption kinetics is an indication that a high efficiency of industrial wastewater

remediation can be performed within a relatively short time. In the present study, the removal of Ni2+ and

Cr3+ ions were relatively fast within the first 30 and 60 min, respectively (Figure 6a). After this first stage,

metal uptake slowed and eventually approached equilibrium after 5 h. This observation is in agreement

with a report by Azouaou et al. [48]. Meanwhile, the uptake of Co2+ ions was gradual from the beginning,

Kinetic Model Parameter Ni2+ Cr3+ Co2+

Pseudo-first order R2 0.9793 0.9624 0.9771
k1 (L/min) 0.0065 0.0093 0.0042
qe (mg/g)
qe(calc)

41.2892
22.64

48.7156
18.88

59.0273
23.52

Pseudo- second order R2 0.9827 0.9861 0.9624
k2 (g/mg min) 4.2E-5 2.5E-4 3.2E-4
qe (mg/g)
qe(calc)

69.44
67.54

74.10
72.90

62.90
61.5

Weber-Morris R2 0.9812 0.8584 0.9744
k (mg/g min½) 2.290 3.580 3.065

Elovich

C

R2

19.866

0.7387
12.8744
0.1086

7.167

0.8608
3.4265
0.0652

8.766

0.7934
4.8050
0.0869

Equilibrium isotherm model

Langmuir R2 0.9984 0.9956 0.9885
kL (L/mg) 0.328 0.205 0.478
qmax (mg/g) 51.282 62.500 66.667

Freundlich R2 0.9594 0.9306 0.9459
kF (L/mg) 21.900 20.578 24.028

Temkin

n

R2

KT ( L/g)
b (kJ g/mol2))

3.0865

0.9667
1.39E-11

   13.8030

3.0242

0.9288
1.55E-10
20.3608

3.1792

0.9258
6.35E-13
23.5302

Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) R2 0.7595 0.6648 0.8041
qm (mg/g) 40.246 43.676 51.573
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especially within the first 80 min. A minimal surge in uptake was observed between 80 and 180 min, after

which the process slowed till 300 min where equilibrium appeared to have been attained. After a contact

time of 6 h, about 62, 64 and 63 mg/g of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions have been respectively removed. At the

initial stage of the process, there was copious number of active sites available on the surface of SCL which

were rapidly occupied by the metal ions, hence the sharp increase observed in metal uptake during the first

stage. The slow stage observed later was due to depletion in sorption sites which eventually appeared to be

completely filled after 120 min [12]. Therefore, a contact time of 120 min was chosen for subsequent

studies.

Fig. 6 Time dependent (a), Pseudo-first order (b), pseudo-second order (c) and Weber-Morris intraparticle
plots for the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ onto SCL
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Kinetic modelling of the experimental data was performed to ascertain the best model or models

that suitably explain the kinetics of the adsorption process; predict the rate limiting step and propose the

mechanism of the adsorption processes. Models evaluated were the pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second

order, Elovich and Weber-Morris. Like in the equilibrium study, the best model was selected based on the

determination coefficient, R2. As detailed in Table 2, it is only the Elovich model, among the kinetic models

evaluated, that failed to describe the kinetic data – R2 values were less than or around 0.8. Elovich model

has been reported to be mainly valid for heterogeneous surfaces and the general applicability of the equation

has been in chemisorption kinetics [56]. The failure of the model to describe the data suggests that the nature

of SCL removal of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions is physisorption. The other two kinetic models, though not

perfect, demonstrated good fits of the experimental data. Figure 6(b,c) shows the kinetic plot for the pseudo-

first and pseudo-second order models. A set of data that follows the pseudo-second order kinetics suggests

the rate-limiting step of the adsorption process to be chemisorption. It thus predicts the involvement of

valency forces through sharing or exchange of electron during adsorbate – adsorbent interaction [25]. That

the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions demonstrated good fit when modelled with the pseudo-second-

order is an indication of the involvement of a minimum of two steps, which most likely include metal or

hydronium ion complex dissociation and binding of the metal ions with the surface active functional groups

[20]. Although the pseudo-first order model demonstrated good fit of the experimental data, often times, the

applicability of the model is limited to the earlier adsorption stage during which the adsorbate uptake

increase with time is linear [57]. Moreover, the disparity between the experimental equilibrium uptake,

qe(exp) and the calculated equilibrium uptake, qe(calc), for the pseudo-first-order, suggest that the pseudo-

second-order kinetic model best explain the kinetic of the adsorption processes – for the pseudo-second-

order model, the two values are very close to each other as shown in Table 2. A similar kinetic behaviour

has been reported for the biosorption of Ni(II) and Pb(II) onto Asplenium nidus L [53].

The mechanism of the process was investigated by fitting data to the Weber-Morris model. The

model reveals that the rate controlling step was not limited to the intra-particle diffusion. This is evident

from the plot of quantity adsorbed, qe (mg/g) against the square root of time, t0.5 (Figure 6d) whose intercept

failed to start from origin. The adsorption of Cr3+ and Co2+ ions occurred in three stages while that of Ni2+

ions involved two stages, predicting that the adsorption processes of the three metal ions were controlled

by, at least, two of (i) external film diffusion (iii) surface diffusion (iii) intra-particle diffusion and (iv)

adsorption elementary process [58,59].  The adsorption step has been known to be very fast [60], thus

excluding it from possible rate limiting steps. On the other hand, the intercept, C, values obtained are large

(19.9, 7.2 and 8.8 for Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ respectively), implicating the external film diffusion [57]. Hence,

the rate limiting steps are possibly the external film diffusion and the intra-particle diffusion elementary

steps. Findings from both isothermal and kinetic modelling all proposed physisorption process in the
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removal of the three metal ions. Various characterization results also corroborated this submission. No new

absorption peak was observed in the FTIR spectra after metal adsorption, while aside change in peak

intensities, no other significant change was observed in XRD diffractograms of the samples. These reports

suggest the exclusion of the formation of other compounds as a result of the interactions, thereby predicting

the binding mechanism of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions as physical, occurring mainly via van der Walls

interaction [61]. On the other hand, the involvement of ion exchange mechanism cannot be ruled out. EDAX

analysis revealed the presence of calcium and potassium on the SCL surface. The presence of these

exchangeable cations and protons on the SCL surface were possibly exchanged with the heavy metal ions

[62] during the removal of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions. Therefore, the adsorption of the metal ions could be a

complex process, involving physical as well as ion exchange-mechanism which the Dubinin–Radushkevich

model could not adequately account for.

3.2.6 Thermodynamic studies

Thermodynamic parameters such as standard Gibb’s free energy change, G°, standard entropy change,

S° and standard enthalpy change, H° of any adsorption process are often evaluated from the slope and

intercept of a plot of vant’s Hoff equation, represented by equation 11.

lnK =  ……………………………………………………..…………………………….……. 11

Where Kc, the equilibrium constant for the adsorption process is expressed as

K =      …………………………………………………………………….…………………..….. 12

R is the universal gas constant, given as 8.314 J /mol K, while T, represents temperature.

The thermodynamic parameters obtained for the sorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions by SCL are

presented in Table 4. The experiments, conducted at five different temperatures (293, 298, 303, 308 and

313 K), gave negative values for the standard Gibb’s free energy change at all the temperatures studied.

This implies that the adsorption of the three metal ions was feasible and spontaneous. Increase in the

absolute values of G° with rise in temperature suggests that the process will be more favoured by

increasing temperature [7]. This was supported by the observation of rise in metal ions removal with

increasing experimental temperature up to the highest temperature studied. The standard enthalpy change,

H° for the three processes was observed to be positive, implying that the process was endothermic,

corroborating the information obtained from G°. This means that external forces (energy) may be required
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in driving the adsorption processes. The magnitude of H° for the adsorption of the three metal ions were

obtained as 8.76, 7.59 and 6.16 kJ/mol for Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions. These values, ranging from 4 to around

8 kJ/mol, propose the processes to be physisorption [63]. The standard entropy change, S° values were

observed to be negative, implying that the sorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions occurred with decrease in

disorderliness or randomness at the interface between solid and liquid [64].

Table 4 Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ onto SCL

Metal ion Parameter

      H°

(kJ/mol)

    S°

(J/K mol)

G°

(kJ/mol)

293 K 298 K 303 K 308 K 313 K 318 K

Ni2+ 8.760 -31.604 -493.8 -643.6 -800.7 -1019.0 -1173.6 -1238.3

Cr3+ 7.587 -27.614 -560.5 -648.9 -737.2 -826.5 -1044.3 -1271.9

Co2+ 6.157 -21.868 -263.3 -367.9 -434.4 -585.0 -680.3 -811.15

4 Conclusion
The adsorptive capacity of SCL, a biomass of waste sugarcane leaves, has been tested on three toxic heavy

metal ions, Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions. Characterization by FTIR, Raman, SEM, EDAX and XRD suggest

that the SCL possesses the qualities of a good adsorbent for the removal of pollutants from aqueous medium.

Investigation of the effects of various parameters known to influence adsorption reveals that, under the

chosen experimental condition, Cr3+ best adsorbed at pH 4 as Cr(H O)  and Cr(OH)2+ species, while

uptake of Ni2+ and Co2+ ions increased with rise in solution pH from 2 – 7 (the highest investigated). Metal

uptake decreased with enhanced ionic strength and increase in percent metal removal was observed with

increase in the amount of SCL in the solution. Initial sharp uptake was noticed at the initial stage, which

later slowed with increase in SCL-metal ions contact time. Equilibrium metal ions concentration was

attained after 100 mg/L initial adsorbate concentration for the three metal ions. Kinetic and isothermal

modelling propose physisorption process in the removal of the three metal ions. The models also suggest

monolayer adsorption and, at least, one other stage, apart from intraparticle diffusion, in the rate controlling

steps in the mechanism of the process. Thermodynamic study submits that the sorption processes is

spontaneous and feasible, endothermic and occurred with increase in the randomness of the adsorption

system as the SCL adsorbed the metal ions, indicating that the SCL, if properly harnessed, has the potential

of the removal of toxic Ni2+, Cr3+ and Co2+ ions from polluted water.
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